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Abstract. An unconditionally energy stable time stepping scheme is introduced to solve Cahn-

Morral-like equations in the present study. It is constructed based on the combination of David
Eyre’s time stepping scheme and Schur complement approach. Although the presented method

is general and independent to the choice of homogeneous free energy density function term, loga-

rithmic and polynomial energy functions are specifically considered in this paper. The method is
applied to study the spinodal decomposition in multi component systems and optimal space tiling

problems. A penalization strategy is developed, in the case of later problem, to avoid trivial solu-

tions. Extensive numerical experiments demonstrate the success and performance of the presented
method. According to the numerical results, the method is convergent and energy stable, inde-

pendent to the choice of time stepsize. Its MATLAB implementation is included in the appendix

for the numerical evaluation of algorithm and reproduction of the presented results.
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1. Introduction

The Cahn-Hilliard energy functional has been introduced in [16] to approximate the total free
energy of isolated inhomogeneous binary systems. Its conservative gradient flow, that is called the
Cahn-Hilliard equation, has been derived in [14, 15] to study the spinodal decomposition in binary
systems. In fact, the Cahn-Hilliard equation is the gradient flow of Cahn-Hilliard energy with
respect to the H−1 inner product, c.f. [34]. The Cahn-Hilliard-like equations have been extensively
employed in the literature to model second order phase transition phenomena, c.f. [54, 62]. The
vector-valued Cahn-Hilliard equation, Cahn-Morral equation, has been introduced in [25, 26, 58]
to model the spinodal decomposition in multi-component systems. The Cahn-Morral equation has
been used in the literature to study the nucleation and growth, phase separation and coarsening in
multi-component systems, for instance see: [8, 12, 18, 20, 28, 32, 43, 45, 46, 51, 53, 55, 59, 73].
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Due to the lack of analytical solution for the Cahn-Hilliard equation under general conditions,
using numerical methods is very common to study the dynamics of Cahn-Hilliard equation. The
euler explicit time integration approach [62] is the simplest method to solve this equation. Several
computational methods have been invented in the literature to improve the accuracy, stability and/or
efficiency of numerical solution of Cahn-Hilliard equation. For instance, exponential time differencing
[22, 48], multigrid [49, 50, 80], adaptive time stepping [23, 36, 82, 84], isogeometric analysis [38, 57],
C1-continuity finite element [83], Semi-smooth Newton [11], Sobolev gradient [64–66, 72] approaches.
See [77] as a recent survey on the numerical solution of Cahn-Hilliard equation.

Considering that the Cahn-Hilliard equation is a forth order parabolic PDE, the maximum al-
lowable time stepsize during the numerical solution by conventional methods are severely restricted
due to the stability of the numerical solution. To cope this problem, an unconditionally energy
stable scheme has been introduced in [33] to solve the Cahn-Hilliard equation. In this method, the
original energy functional was decomposed into a concave and a convex parts and their contribution
in the Cahn-Hilliard equation was treated explicitly and implicitly respectively. According to [33],
the resulting PDE is uniquely solvable and the energy functional reduces monotonically as time pro-
ceeds, independent to the size of time increments. Later, many works have been devoted for further
analysis and extension of Eyre’s approach to solve Cahn-Hilliard equation [17, 27, 42, 70, 71, 79, 84],
Cahn-Hilliard equation with a fidelity term for image inpainting application [7, 68], nonlocal Cahn-
Hilliard equation [40, 41], phase field crystal equation [19, 30, 37, 81] and equation corresponding to
epitaxial growth simulation [63, 69]. The differences of these works stems in the difference between
the spatial discretization approach, spatial and temporal accuracy and the way of concave-convex
splitting of the corresponding energy functional. The later issue significantly changes the compu-
tational efficiency of the numerical algorithm. In the original treatment of Eyre [33], a nonlinear
system of equations has to be solved every time step, which is computationally expensive. In [30, 68],
the splitting approach was exploited such that a linear system of equation has to be solved per time
step.

The existence of global solution for Cahn-Morral equation has been studied in [29]. There were
several works on the numerical solution of Cahn-Morral equation, some instances are [3, 6, 8, 10,
12, 13, 20, 28, 39, 43, 44, 50, 52, 53, 55, 56, 59, 73]. However, there was few efforts on developing
unconditionally gradient stable methods to solve Cahn-Morral equation. In [55] a practically uncon-
ditionally gradient stable scheme has been suggested to solve Cahn-Morral equation. The method
was based on the discretization of the spatial domain by the finite difference method and temporal
integration of resulted system of ordinary differential equations by a nonlinear splitting approach.
It led to the solution of a nonlinear system of equations per time step that has been solved by a
nonlinear multigrid solver.

In the present study, an unconditionally energy stable scheme is introduced to solve the Cahn-
Morral equation. It requires the solution of a linear system of equations per time step. It is based on
the combination of the Eyre’s concave-convex splitting approach [31, 33] and the Schur complement
method [67] to manage the pointwise incompressibility condition of phases. This method is used
to model the spinodal decomposition in multicomponent systems with logarithmic homogeneous
free energy density function. As it has been shown in [1], by the appropriate choice of nonlinear
term in the energy functional, the sharp interface limit of Cahn-Morral energy converges to the
total perimeter of a multiphase system under volume constraints. This idea has been used in
[35, 61] to approximate the solution of the least perimeter periodic tessellation of space in two
and three spatial dimensions. The method used in [35] was based on the solution of constrained
Allen-Cahn equation. In [61], the projected nonlinear conjugate gradient method has been used
directly to minimize the Cahn-Morral energy functional. The introduced method in the present
study is adapted to approximately solve the least perimeter space tessellation problem too. Because
a uniform concentration field is a local minimizer of the Cahn-Morral energy functional, a simple
and effective penalization strategy is introduced in the this study to avoid the trivial solution. For
this purpose, the Cahn-Morral energy functional is penalized by a term that approximates the
standard deviation of the global minimizer of Cahn-Morral energy. The implementation of the
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presented method is independent of the spatial discretization method. For the purpose of numerical
experiment, the spatial discretization is performed based on the pseudo-spectral approach [78] in
the present work. The success and performance of the introduced method is supported by extensive
numerical experiments. According to our numerical results, the presented method is convergent and
unconditionally energy stable without regard to the time step-size. Its MATLAB implementation is
included within the appendix.

2. Cahn-Morral equation

The total free energy of an isolated inhomogeneous binary system can be approximated by the
Cahn-Hilliard energy functional as follows [16]:

E(u) =

∫
Ω

(
ε

2
|∇u|2 + F (u)

)
dx (1)

where E denotes the total free energy, Ω denotes the spatial domain that is a bounded subset
of Rd (d = 2, 3) with sufficiently regular boundaries, u denotes the concentration field, ε is the
gradient coefficient which is proportional to the interfacial energy and thickness of the (diffuse)
interface between phases, and F (u) denotes the free energy density of a homogeneous system with
concentration u(x). The gradient flow of (1) with respect to H−1 inner product leads to the Cahn-
Hilliard equation:

∂u

∂t
= −∆

(
ε∆u− f(u)

)
, (x, t) ∈ Ω× T , u(x, 0) = u0, ∂nu|∂Ω = ∂n

(
ε∆u− f(u)

)
|∂Ω = 0 (2)

where ∆ denotes the laplacian operator, f(u) = F ′(u), T = [0, T ] denotes the temporal domain, ∂Ω
denotes the boundaries of Ω, ∂nu := ∇u · n and n denotes the outward unit normal on ∂Ω.

The multicomponent version of Cahn-Hilliard energy functional, that is called the Cahn-Morral
energy functional here, can be expressed as follows [10, 28, 29, 55, 61, 75]:

E(u) :=

p∑
i=1

∫
Ω

ε

2
|∇ui|2 dx +

∫
Ω

F(u) dx (3)

where p > 2 denotes the number of phases, ui denotes the concentration field corresponding to i-th
phase, u := (u1, . . . , up)

T denotes the vector valued concentration field and F(u(x)) denotes the free
energy density of a homogeneous system with concentration u = u(x). There are many possible
choices for the function F. However, the logarithmic free energy [2–6, 10, 20, 24, 29] and symmetric
p-well function [55, 61, 74, 75] are two common choices which are extensively used in the literature.
They are respectively expressed as follows:

FL(u) =
−1

2
uTAu + θ

p∑
i=1

ui lnui (4)

FW (u) =
1

4

p∑
i=1

u2
i (ui − 1)2 (5)

where θ ∈ R+ is a constant and A ∈ Rp×p is a symmetric non-negative definite matrix, i.e., it has at
least one positive eigenvalue. Although our algorithm can be equivalently applied for an arbitrary
choice of function F, we will use FL and FW in this study to demonstrate the utility of the presented
algorithm. Following [2–6, 10, 20], we use

A = −θc (11T − I) (6)

in the present study, where θc ∈ R+, 1 ∈ Rp denotes a vector with all entries equal to unity and
I ∈ Rp×p denotes the identity matrix. For instance when p = 3, matrix A can be expressed as
follows:

A = −θc

0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
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Substituting (6) into (4) results in:

FL(u) = θ

p∑
i=1

ui lnui + θc

p∑
i=1

p∑
j=i+1

uiuj (7)

Because, ui denotes the concentration of the i-th phase, it should satisfies the following pointwise
consttaint:

0 6 ui 6 1, i = 1, . . . , p (8)

Although there are a few works in which the above set of constraints are directly taken into account
during the minimization of (3) (cf. [9, 35, 60, 74, 75]), they are commonly managed indirectly
during the numerical solution. For instace, u is projected onto (8) after every time step. Unlike the
two-phase case, there are additional pointwise constraints due to the incompressibility of phases, i.e.
the sum of concentration fields at every point x ∈ Ω should be equal to unity:

p∑
i=1

ui = 1 (9)

Assuming there is no reaction in the system, there are p volume constraints on the total measure of
each phase inside Ω: ∫

Ω

ui dx = Λi|Ω|, i = 1, . . . , p (10)

where Λi (i = 1, . . . , p) is equal to the total volume fraction of i-th phase in Ω. Obviously 0 6 Λi 6 1
and

∑p
i=1 Λi = 1. Assuming the initial concentration field, denoted by u0 = {u1,0, . . . , up,0} satisfies

(10), then we have: Λi =
( ∫

Ω
ui,0(x) dx)/|Ω| for i = 1, . . . , p.

Considering pointwise constraints (9), the H−1 gradient flow of (3) results in the following system
of equations, denoted by Cahn-Morral equation henceforth:

∂ui
∂t

= −∆
(
ε∆ui − fi(u)

)
+ ∆

(
ε∆up − fp(u)

)
, in Ω, for i = 1, . . . , p− 1 (11)

with boundary conditions

∂nui = ∂n
(
ε∆ui − fi(u)

)
= 0 on ∂Ω (12)

and initial conditions u(x, t = 0) = u0, where fi(u) = ∂F(u)/∂ui for i = 1, . . . , p− 1, F is equal to
either of FL or FW , and,

up = 1−
p−1∑
i=1

ui (13)

It is well known that if u0 satisfies constraints (10) then solution of (11) satisfies (10) as well. In fact
(11) does the minimization on the null space of constraints (10), cf. section 2 of [34]. Furthermore,
by (13) pointwise constraints (9) will be satisfied naturally. It is obvious that when constraints
(10) holds the nonnegativity of ui is sufficient to ensure the feasibility of solutions with respect to
constraints (8). According to our numerical experience, when the numerical scheme is energy stable,
the nonnegativity constraints naturally holds. Therefore, we do not attend to ensure the feasibility
of solutions with respect to left hand side inequalities in (8).

3. Unconditionally energy stable time stepping scheme for Cahn-Morral equation

Considering the energy functional (3), the first term is convex, however, the second term is not
convex under general conditions, for instance with the choice of either of (5) and (7). Therefore, it
not only admits possibly multiple minimizers but also the stability of its time discretized gradient
flow depends on the size of time increment. The later issue commonly leads to a severe restriction on
the maximum allowable time stepsize of the numerical solution. To avoid this problem, the Eyre’s
unconditionally gradient stable approach [31, 33] will be combined with the Schur complement
method (c.f. section 14.2 of [67]) in this section to solve the Cahn-Morral equation.

According to [31, 33], if the energy functional is decomposed into a convex and concave parts
and the gradient flow of convex and concave parts are respectively treated implicitly and explicitly
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during the numerical time integration, then the gradient flow will be unconditionally energy stable
under some mild conditions. There are many possible choices for the mentioned decomposition.
However, because the gradient flow of convex part should be treated implicitly, it is desirable to do
the decomposition such that it leads to the solution of a linear system of equations per time step.
Inspiring from [30], the following convex-concave decomposition is used in the present study:

E(u) = Ec(u)−Ee(u) (14)

Ec(u) :=

p∑
i=1

∫
Ω

ε

2
|∇ui|2 dx +

c

2
‖u‖2H (15)

Ee(u) :=
c

2
‖u‖2H −

∫
Ω

F(u) dx (16)

where parameter c ∈ R+ controls the quality of the decomposition and H denotes the function space
that is occupied with measurable functions with respect to the following norm:

‖u‖2H := α

p∑
i=1

∫
Ω

u2
i dx + β

p∑
i=1

∫
Ω

|∇ui|2 dx (17)

where α, β ∈ R, α, β > 0 and α+ β > 0. In fact, when (α, β) = (1, 0), H =
(
L2(Ω)

)p
. On the other

hand, when (α, β) = (0, 1), ‖ · ‖H is the semi-norm of
(
H1(Ω)

)p
. Finally, when α = β = 1 or more

generally when α, β > 0, ‖ · ‖H defines a norm on
(
H1(Ω)

)p
. When c is sufficiently large, energy

functionals Ec and Ee are convex. Therefore, the Eyre’s approach can be applied to the splitting
(14) when c is sufficiently large.

Assume the temporal domain is discretized into a uniform grid with time stepsize τ . Furthermore,
assume that the superscript n denotes the time level, i.e. Xn denotes the field variable X at t = nτ .
Applying the Eyre’s scheme to (14) results in (c.f. [31]):

un+1
i − uni

τ
= −∇i Ec(un+1) +∇i Ee(un), for i = 1, . . . , p− 1 (18)

where operator ∇i(·) denotes the H−1 variational derivative operator with respect to ui (c.f. [34]):

∇i Ec(un+1) = ∆
(
(ε+ cβ) ∆un+1

i − cα un+1
i

)
−∆

(
(ε+ cβ) ∆un+1

p − cα un+1
p

)
(19)

∇i Ee(un) = ∆
(
cβ ∆uni − cα uni

)
−∆

(
cβ ∆unp − cα unp

)
+ ∆

(
fi(u

n)− fp(un)
)

(20)

and un+1
p is computed by the following equation:

un+1
p = 1−

p−1∑
i=1

un+1
i (21)

Considering F = FL, FW according to (7) and (5), we have:

fi(u
n) = θ (1 + lnuni ) + θc

p∑
j=1, j 6=i

unj , for F = FL (22)

fi(u
n) = (uni )3 − 3

2
(uni )2 +

1

2
uni , for F = FW (23)

Using simple algebra results in:

fi(u
n)− fp(un) = θ (lnuni − lnunp )− θc (uni − unp ) =: fL,i(u

n
i , u

n
p ), for F = FL (24)

fi(u
n)−fp(un) = (uni )3− (unp )3− 3(uni )2

2
+

3(unp )2

2
+
uni
2
−
unp
2

=: fW,i(u
n
i , u

n
p ), for F = FW (25)
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Therefore, fi(u
n) − fp(u

n) is a function of uni and unp for both forms of F(u) considered in the
present study. By substituting (19)-(20) and (22)-(24) into (18) and simple algebra, (18) can be
written in the following abstract form:(

I + τLc
)
un+1
i − τLcun+1

p = uni + τN (uni , u
n
p ), i = 1, . . . , p− 1 (26)

where I denotes the identity operator, Lc :=
(
(ε+ cβ) ∆2 − cα ∆

)
and

N (uni , u
n
p ) := Le

(
uni − unp

)
+ ∆

(
fX,i(u

n
i , u

n
p )
)

(27)

where Le :=
(
cβ ∆2− cα ∆

)
and X = L, W for F = FL, FW respectively. Equations (21) and (26)

can be expressed in the following matrix form:

A 0 · · · · · · B
0 A 0 · · · B
... 0

. . .
. . .

...
...

...
. . . A B

I I · · · I I




un+1

1

un+1
2
...

un+1
p−1

un+1
p

 =


rn1
rn2
...

rnp−1

1

 (28)

where A := I + τLc, B := −τLc and rni := uni + τN (uni , u
n
p ) for i = 1, . . . , p − 1. Exploiting the

sparse structure of above linear system of PDEs, it is easy to solve it efficiently by means of Schur
complement approach (c.f. section 14.2 of [67]). Applying the Schur complement method to system
(28), the Schur complement operator, S is defined as follows:

S = I − (p− 1) A−1B (29)

Then, un+1
p and vector (un+1

1 , . . . , un+1
p−1 )T are computed sequentially by the following equations:

un+1
p = S−1

(
1−

p−1∑
i=1

(
A−1 rni

))
(30)

un+1
i = A−1

(
rni − B un+1

p

)
, for i = 1, . . . , p− 1 (31)

Assuming, time stepsize is fixed during the numerical solution, then, the linear differential operators
A, B and S are fixed in the course of simulation. Therefore, it is sufficient to compute these operators
once prior to the time stepping procedure and reuse them during time increments. Considering (30)
and (31), 2p − 1 number of linear system of equations should be solved to compute u. To reduce
the computational cost of these steps, it is reasonable to compute the LU factorization of matrices
corresponding to the spatial discretization of operators A and S before the time stepping, and then
use these factors during subsequent numerical procedure.

Although the presented algorithm is independent to the choice of spatial discretization scheme
that applied to the differential operators, under the assumption of periodic boundary conditions,
the pseudo-spectral approach [78] based on the fast fourier transform (FFT) is used in this work to
study the behavior of algorithm in practice. Because the discretized form of laplacian operator will
be a diagonal matrix in the Fourier space, the solutions of mentioned system of equations reduce
to a simple inner product in the Fourier space. Therefore, the computational complexity of the
presented algorithm per time step will of order M log M, where M denotes the total number of degrees
of freedom after the spatial discretization. Note that we do not theoretically prove the unconditional
gradient stability of above algorithm in this paper, but we will demonstrate it practically by means
of numerical experiments. However, we believe that it should not be difficult to prove its stability
under mild conditions using methods similar to that of [30, 31, 68, 81].

Because the derivation of algebraic system of equations after the spatial discretization is trivial
(c.f. [78]), we do not present it here for the purpose of brevity. Interested readers are referred to
the appendix of this paper in which the MATLAB implementation of our algorithm is included.
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4. Penalization of energy functional by the standard deviation

Assume that F = FW in this section. According to [1, 61], when ε → 0, (3) Γ-converges to the
total perimeter between phases in Ω. In fact, the sharp interface limit of (3) is equal to the total
perimeter of phases. Therefore, minimization of (3) can be used to solve the least perimeter space
partitioning problem.This problem has been extensively study in the literature. For instance, it is
studied numerically in two spatial dimensions by a discrete graph-based approach in [21]. In [61],
this problem is solved in two and three spatial dimensions using a continuum approximation based
on the constrained minimization of (3). Following [61], in the present study, we use the constrained
minimization of (3) to approximately solve the least perimeter space tilling problem. However,
because (3) is non-convex, it is very likable that the minimization path of (3) converges to the
uniform concentration field, more precisely uniform mixing of phases in the spatial domain. Note
that when the uniform concentration field is a trivial constrained stationary point of (3). According
to our numerical experiments, this problem commonly happens for p > 5, in particular if u0 is
considered as the small amplitude random perturbation from the uniform concentration field.

To avoid this problem, we use the penalization of (3) by the mismatch between the standard
deviation of the numerical solution and its sharp interface limit (expected solution). For a discrete
set y = {y1, y2, . . . , yN}, the standard deviation, σ, is defined as follows:

σ =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(yi − ȳ)2, ȳ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

yi

Similarly, if y is a continuous set (field) defined on the spatial domain Ω, i.e. y = y(x), the standard
deviation can be computed as follows:

σ =

√
1

|Ω|

∫
Ω

(y − ȳ)2 dx, ȳ =
1

|Ω|

∫
Ω

y dx

Consider, the optimal space partitioning problem in which the goal is to decompose Ω into p number
of non-overlapping sub-domains Ωi with a-priori known measure |Ωi| (for i = 1, . . . , p) such that
the total boundaries between sub-domains is minimized. Furthermore, consider the vector field
v = (v1, . . . , vp)

T includes the characteristic functions of Ωi (for i = 1, . . . , p), i.e. vi(x) = 1 if
x ∈ Ωi and vi(x) = 0 if x ∈ Ω \ Ωi. Assume v∗ = (v∗1 , . . . , v

∗
p)T denotes the optimal solution

of this space partitioning problem. Then, as it is shown below, the standard deviation of v∗i (for
i = 1, . . . , p), denoted by σ∗i here, can be computed without any knowledge about the optimal
solution. It is easy to show that the mean value of v∗i is equal to |Ωi|/|Ω|, that is denoted by Λi in
the present study. For σ∗i we have:

σ∗i =

√
1

|Ω|

∫
Ω

(v∗i − Λi)2 dx =

√
1

|Ω|

∫
Ωi

(v∗i − Λi)2 dx+

∫
Ω\Ωi

(v∗i − Λi)2 dx

=

√
1

|Ω|

[ ∫
Ωi

(1− Λi)2 dx+

∫
Ω\Ωi

Λ2
i dx

]
=

√
|Ωi|
|Ω|

(1− Λi)2 +
|Ω| − |Ωi|
|Ω|

Λ2
i

=
√

Λi(1− Λi) (32)

Considering the fact that v∗i is the sharp interface limit of constrained minimizers of (3), we use
the standard deviation of v∗i as an approximation for the standard deviation of minimizers of (3).
Therefore, we penalize the energy functional E(u) with the mismatch function between the standard
deviation of u and that of v∗. Then, we do the constrained minimization of penalized functional Eζ
instead of (3):

Eζ(u) := E(u) + ζP (u) (33)
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where ζ > 0 is the penalization parameter and,

P (u) :=
1

2

p∑
i=1

(
σi − σ∗i

)2
(34)

where σ∗i is computed according to (32) and,

σi =

√
1

|Ω|

∫
Ω

(ui − Λi)2 dx (35)

Considering pointwise constraints (9), the H−1 gradient flow of (33) leads to the Cahn-Morral
equation similar to (11), except fi(u) (for i = 1, . . . , p) is replaced by fζ,i(u), where fζ,i(u) =
∂Fζ(u)/∂ui (for i = 1, . . . , p− 1), and,

Fζ(u) := F(u) + ζP (u) (36)

By straightforward derivation we have:

fζ,i(u) = fi(u) +
ζ

|Ω|
(σi − σ∗i )

σi
(ui − Λi) (37)

Therefore, the unconditionally gradient stable algorithm developed in section 3 for the constrained
minimization of E(u) can be equivalently applied to the minimization of Eζ(u) under the corre-
sponding constraints. In fact, it is sufficient to replace rni (for i = 1, . . . , p− 1) in (30) and (31) with
rnζ,i (for i = 1, . . . , p− 1) and use the same solution algorithm as discussed in section 3, where,

rnζ,i := rni +
τζ

|Ω|
∆

(
(σi − σ∗i )

σi
(ui − Λi)−

(σp − σ∗p)

σp
(up − Λp)

)
(38)

As it is shown in our numerical experiments, the penalization strategy introduced in this section
effectively bypasses the trapping of minimization path into the trivial constrained stationary point
of E(u) when the penalization parameter ζ is chosen appropriately.

5. Results and discussion

In this section we will study the success and performance of the presented algorithm by means of
numerical experiments. A personal computer with an Intel Core i5-4690 3.5 GHz processor and 4.0
GB RAM is used as the computational resource in this section. For the evaluation of the presented
algorithm, 164 two dimensional test cases are considered in this section. Among them the first 114
cases are related to the choice of logarithmic homogeneous free energy density and the remainders
are corresponding to the polynomial multi-well function. In all cases Ω is assumed to be a square
domain with edge length equal to nx, i.e. Ω = [0, nx]2 and the periodic boundary condition is applied
on its borders. The spatial domain is discretized into nx× nx uniform grid and the FFT algorithm
is used for the approximation of differential operators. In all cases the simulation is terminated
whenever the number of iterations reaches to the maximum bound iterm. The temporal domain
varies case by case based on the choice of tim stepsize (τ) and iterm. A uniform concentration
field with a small amplitude random perturbation is considered as the initial condition in every test
case, i.e. u0(x) = (Λ1, . . . ,Λp)

T + ςρ, where ς is a small positive constant and ρ denotes a random
number generated uniformly in interval [−1, 1]. Because our minimization problem is non-convex,
its optimal solution is a function of the initial condition. Due to this fact, in cases #115-#162 where
the global minimizer of the functional is desired, each case is run five times and within them, the
solution with the least value of the energy functional is reported here. In all cases ε is taken equal
to the grid size, i.e. ε = 1. Other simulation parameters corresponding to test cases #1-#164 are
mentioned later in this section. To plot the distribution of phases, RGB coloring MATLAB function
developed in [76] is used here. For this purpose we assign colors red, blue, green and yellow to phases
1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively.

Following [10], in test cases #1-#60, F = FL with θ = 0.3, θc = 1. Moreover, p = 3, (α, β) =
(1, 0), ς = 0.05, (Λ1,Λ2,Λ3) = (0.15, 0.2, 0.65), ζ = 0, nx = 512, iterm = 2000. The time stepsize
and c respectively vary from 1 to 105 and 1 to 10 in cases #1-#60 as listed in table 1. In fact,
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this example models the liquid state spinodal decomposition in a ternary system. According to
linear stability analysis has been done in [10], the assumed initial value is unstable and the initial
concentration field should be decomposed into three separate phases as time proceeds (this problem
also solved in section 5.2 of [6]). The values of energy functional at the end of simulation (iteration
2000) are shown in table 2. The NaN symbol in this table denotes the divergence of numerical
solution. According to the table the algorithm was convergent except for a few cases in which c is
not sufficiently large. Therefore, the method behaves as it is expected from the theory. Considering
table 2, the best computational performance is attained for test case #23. Moreover, the efficiency
of the presented algorithm firstly increases by increasing c and τ , however, it starts to decay when
they reach to sufficiently large values. These observations imply that using a large time stepsize does
not always leads to the best computational efficiency, but there is an optimal choice for binary (c, τ).
In fact, as it is discussed in [19, 47], there is an effective time stepsize for the numerical algorithm
for every choice of c. To study the convergence of algorithm, figure 1 shows the variation of energy
functional with iteration for test cases #19-#24 (c = 4 and different values of τ). Similarly figure 2
shows the variation of energy functional with iteration for test cases #8, #20, #32, #44 and #56
(τ = 10 and different values of c). According to the plots, the energy is decreased monotonically in
all cases. It numerically confirms the convergence and energy stability of the presented algorithm.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of phases, u(·, t), at different iterations (times) for test cases #19-
#23. According to the figure the phases are separated and start to coarsening, in agreement to the
linear stability analysis theory (c.f. section 4 of [10]).

case c τ case c τ case c τ case c τ case c τ

#1 1 100 #13 3 100 #25 5 100 #37 7 100 #49 9 100

#2 1 101 #14 3 101 #26 5 101 #38 7 101 #50 9 101

#3 1 102 #15 3 102 #27 5 102 #39 7 102 #51 9 102

#4 1 103 #16 3 103 #28 5 103 #40 7 103 #52 9 103

#5 1 104 #17 3 104 #29 5 104 #41 7 104 #53 9 104

#6 1 105 #18 3 105 #30 5 105 #42 7 105 #54 9 105

#7 2 100 #19 4 100 #31 6 100 #43 8 100 #55 10 100

#8 2 101 #20 4 101 #32 6 101 #44 8 101 #56 10 101

#9 2 102 #21 4 102 #33 6 102 #45 8 102 #57 10 102

#10 2 103 #22 4 103 #34 6 103 #46 8 103 #58 10 103

#11 2 104 #23 4 104 #35 6 104 #47 8 104 #59 10 104

#12 2 105 #24 4 105 #36 6 105 #48 8 105 #60 10 105

Table 1. The values of τ and c in test cases #1-#60.

case E case E case E case E case E

#1 NaN #13 −3279 #25 −3235 #37 −3278 #49 −3250

#2 NaN #14 −4681 #26 −4520 #38 −4452 #50 −4401

#3 NaN #15 −5401 #27 −5219 #39 −5137 #51 −5114

#4 NaN #16 −5774 #28 −5465 #40 −5409 #52 −5389

#5 NaN #17 −5789 #29 −5717 #41 −5672 #53 −5408

#6 NaN #18 −5874 #30 −5747 #42 −5594 #54 −5515

#7 −3292 #19 −3264 #31 −3251 #43 −3277 #55 −3272

#8 −4666 #20 −4494 #32 −4471 #44 −4452 #56 −4359

#9 NaN #21 −5375 #33 −5227 #45 −5130 #57 −5079

#10 NaN #22 −5579 #34 −5529 #46 −5353 #58 −5255

#11 NaN #23 −5796 #35 −5713 #47 −5443 #59 −5386

#12 NaN #24 −5785 #36 −5582 #48 −5454 #60 −5414

Table 2. The energy functional values at iteration 2000 for test cases #1-#60.
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Figure 1. The variation of energy function with iteration for test cases #19-#24
(c is equal to 4 and τ varies from 1 to 105).
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c = 2  (case #8)

c = 4  (case #20)

c = 6  (case #32)

c = 8  (case #44)

c = 10 (case #56)

Figure 2. The variation of energy function with iteration for test cases #8, #20,
#32, #44 and #56 (τ is equal to 10 and c varies from 2 to 10).
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(a) #19 at n = 500 (b) #19 at n = 1000 (c) #19 at n = 2000

(d) #20 at n = 500 (e) #20 at n = 1000 (f) #20 at n = 2000

(g) #21 at n = 500 (h) #21 at n = 1000 (i) #21 at n = 2000

(j) #22 at n = 500 (k) #22 at n = 1000 (l) #22 at n = 2000

(m) #23 at n = 500 (n) #23 at n = 1000 (o) #23 at n = 2000

Figure 3. u at iterations 500, 1000 and 2000 for test cases #19-#23.
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In test cases #61-#84 all simulation parameters are similar to test cases #1-#60, except (α, β) =
(0, 1). Furthermore, the time stepsize and c respectively vary from 1 to 103 and 1 to 100 in these
test cases, as listed in table 3. The values of energy functional at the end of simulation (iteration
2000) are presented in table 4. Figure 4 shows the variation of energy functional with iteration
for test cases #70, #74, #78 and #82 (τ = 10 and different values of c). According to these
results for (α, β) = (0, 1) the value of c should be more than an order of magnitude larger than case
(α, β) = (1, 0). Furthermore, the method is convergent and energy stable when c is sufficiently large.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of phases at different iterations for test cases #70, #74, #78 and
#82.

case c τ case c τ case c τ case c τ case c τ case c τ

#61 1 100 #65 10 100 #69 20 100 #73 40 100 #77 80 100 #81 100 100

#62 1 101 #66 10 101 #70 20 101 #74 40 101 #78 80 101 #82 100 101

#63 1 102 #67 10 102 #71 20 102 #75 40 102 #79 80 102 #83 100 102

#64 1 103 #68 10 103 #72 20 103 #76 40 103 #80 80 103 #84 100 103

Table 3. The values of τ and c in test cases #61-#84.

case E case E case E case E case E case E

#61 NaN #65 −3292 #69 −3310 #73 −3309 #77 −3397 #81 −3434

#62 NaN #66 NaN #70 −4535 #74 −4466 #78 −4495 #82 −4468

#63 NaN #67 NaN #71 NaN #75 NaN #79 NaN #83 NaN

#64 NaN #68 NaN #72 NaN #76 NaN #80 NaN #84 NaN

Table 4. The energy functional values at iteration 2000 for test cases #61-#84.
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c = 20  (case #70)

c = 40  (case #74)

c = 80  (case #78)

c = 100 (case #82)

Figure 4. The variation of energy function with iteration for test cases #70, #74,
#78 and #82 (τ is equal to 10 and c varies from 20 to 100).
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(a) #70 at n = 500 (b) #70 at n = 1000 (c) #70 at n = 2000

(d) #74 at n = 500 (e) #74 at n = 1000 (f) #74 at n = 2000

(g) #78 at n = 500 (h) #78 at n = 1000 (i) #78 at n = 2000

(j) #82 at n = 500 (k) #82 at n = 1000 (l) #82 at n = 2000

Figure 5. u at iterations 500, 1000 and 2000 for test cases #70, #74, #78 and #82.
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Test cases #85-#114 are corresponding to modeling of spinodal decomposition in a four com-
ponent system. In these cases, F = FL with θ = 0.25, θc = 1. Moreover, p = 4, (α, β) = (1, 0),
ς = 0.05, (Λ1,Λ2,Λ3,Λ4) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.7), ζ = 0, nx = 512, iterm = 2000. The time stepsize
and c respectively vary from 1 to 104 and 1 to 10 in these cases, as listed in table 5.

The energy functional values at the end of simulation (iteration 2000) are shown in table 6.
Figure 6 shows the variation of energy functional with iteration for test cases #100-#104 (c = 6
and different values of τ). Similarly figure 7 shows the variation of energy functional with iteration
for test cases #103, #108 and #113 (τ = 1000 and different values of c). These plots demonstrate
the convergence and energy stability of the presented algorithm. Figure 8 shows the distribution of
phases at different iterations (times) for test cases #100-#104.

case c τ case c τ case c τ case c τ case c τ case c τ

#85 1 100 #90 2 100 #95 4 100 #100 6 100 #105 8 100 #110 10 100

#86 1 101 #91 2 101 #96 4 101 #101 6 101 #106 8 101 #111 10 101

#87 1 102 #92 2 102 #97 4 102 #102 6 102 #107 8 102 #112 10 102

#88 1 103 #93 2 103 #98 4 103 #103 6 103 #108 8 103 #113 10 103

#89 1 104 #94 2 104 #99 4 104 #104 6 104 #109 8 104 #114 10 104

Table 5. The values of τ and c in test cases #85-#114.

case E case E case E case E case E case E

#85 NaN #90 1547 #95 1617 #100 1662 #105 1661 #110 1653

#86 NaN #91 NaN #96 NaN #101 −1010 #106 −956 #111 −839

#87 NaN #92 NaN #97 NaN #102 −1913 #107 −1829 #112 −1733

#88 NaN #93 NaN #98 NaN #103 −2372 #108 −2413 #113 −2161

#89 NaN #94 NaN #99 NaN #104 −2567 #109 −2484 #114 −2405

Table 6. The energy functional values at iteration 2000 for test cases #85-#114.
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Figure 6. The variation of energy function with iteration for test cases #100-#104
(c is equal to 6 and τ varies from 1 to 104).
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c = 6  (case #103)

c = 8  (case #108)

c = 10 (case #113)

Figure 7. The variation of energy function with iteration for test cases #103,
#108 and #113 (τ is equal to 1000 and c varies from 6 to 10).
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(a) #100 at n = 500 (b) #100 at n = 1000 (c) #100 at n = 2000

(d) #101 at n = 500 (e) #101 at n = 1000 (f) #101 at n = 2000

(g) #102 at n = 500 (h) #102 at n = 1000 (i) #102 at n = 2000

(j) #103 at n = 500 (k) #103 at n = 1000 (l) #103 at n = 2000

(m) #104 at n = 500 (n) #104 at n = 1000 (o) #104 at n = 2000

Figure 8. u at iterations 500, 1000 and 2000 for test cases #100-#104.
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Test cases #115-#138 are corresponding to the approximate solution of the least perimeter peri-
odic space tessellation with three equal partitions. In these cases, F = FW, p = 3, (α, β) = (1, 0),
ς = 10−8, (Λ1,Λ2,Λ3) = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3), ζ = 0, nx = 128, iterm = 2000. The time stepsize and c
respectively vary from 102 to 108 and 0.25 to 2 in these cases, as listed in table 7.

The energy functional values at the end of simulation (iteration 2000) are shown in table 8.
The evolution of solution with iteration (time) for test cases #121 and #138 are shown in figure
9. Considering the least attained value of energy functional (see table 8) and figure 9, the lamellar
microstructure appears to be the global minimizer of least perimeter periodic tessellation of 2D space
with three equal area partitions. As formerly mentioned, every test case is run 5 times here and for
each case the simulation with the least energy function at iteration 2000 is reported in table 8. To
make sense about the topology of possible local solutions, some topologically different solutions at
iterations 2000 and their corresponding energy function values are shown in figure 10 (these cases
are chosen from 120 different simulations that are run for this example in the present study).

case c τ case c τ case c τ case c τ case c τ case c τ

#115 0.25 102 #119 0.5 102 #123 0.75 102 #127 1 102 #131 1.5 102 #135 2 102

#116 0.25 104 #120 0.5 104 #124 0.75 104 #128 1 104 #132 1.5 104 #136 2 104

#117 0.25 106 #121 0.5 106 #125 0.75 106 #129 1 106 #133 1.5 106 #137 2 106

#118 0.25 108 #122 0.5 108 #126 0.75 108 #130 1 108 #134 1.5 108 #138 2 108

Table 7. The values of τ and c in test cases #115-#138.

case E case E case E case E case E case E

#115 95.00 #119 95.07 #123 99.31 #127 98.70 #131 112.71 #135 105.68

#116 95.36 #120 94.68 #124 95.18 #128 94.71 #132 94.87 #136 96.57

#117 94.77 #121 93.41 #125 95.00 #129 94.70 #133 95.06 #137 89.05
#118 95.36 #122 95.10 #126 93.79 #130 94.44 #134 93.89 #138 87.54

Table 8. The energy functional values at iteration 2000 for test cases #115-#138.
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(a) #121 at n = 200 (b) #121 at n = 400 (c) #121 at n = 800

(d) #121 at n = 1200 (e) #121 at n = 1600 (f) #121 at n = 2000

(g) #138 at n = 200 (h) #138 at n = 400 (i) #138 at n = 800

(j) #138 at n = 1200 (k) #138 at n = 1600 (l) #138 at n = 2000

Figure 9. u at different iterations for test cases #121 and #138.

(a) E = 107.94 (b) E = 107.61 (c) E = 96.88 (d) E = 94.70 (e) E = 93.41 (f) E = 87.54

Figure 10. u and E at iteration 2000 for some selected test cases from cases #115-#138.
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Test cases #139-#162 are corresponding to the approximate solution of least perimeter periodic
tessellation of space with four equal area partitions. It is well known that the regular honeycomb
microstructure is the global solution of this problem (c.f. [35, 61]). In these cases, F = FW, p = 4,
(α, β) = (1, 0), ς = 10−8, (Λ1,Λ2,Λ3,Λ4) = (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25), ζ = 0, nx = 128, iterm = 4000.
τ and c respectively vary from 102 to 108 and 0.25 to 2 in these cases, as listed in table 9.

The energy functional values at the end of simulation (iteration 4000) are shown in table 10.
In all cases algorithm is successful and the E decreased monotonically with iteration (time). As
an example, figure 11 shows the variation of E with iteration for test case #139. The evolution
of solution with iteration (time) for test cases #139 is shown in figure 12. Figure 13 shows u at
iteration 4000 (final solution) for test cases #139-#162. According to the plots, except in cases
#153 and #155, the algorithm found the outline of global solution after 4000 time steps. To make
sense about possible local solutions of this problem, u at iteration 4000 is plotted in figure 14 for
some topologically different solutions resulted by the presented algorithm.

case c τ case c τ case c τ case c τ case c τ case c τ

#139 0.25 102 #143 0.5 102 #147 0.75 102 #151 1 102 #155 1.5 102 #159 2 102

#140 0.25 104 #144 0.5 104 #148 0.75 104 #152 1 104 #156 1.5 104 #160 2 104

#141 0.25 106 #145 0.5 106 #149 0.75 106 #153 1 106 #157 1.5 106 #161 2 106

#142 0.25 108 #146 0.5 108 #150 0.75 108 #154 1 108 #158 1.5 108 #162 2 108

Table 9. The values of τ and c in test cases #139-#162.

case E case E case E case E case E case E

#139 105.35 #143 106.67 #147 109.05 #151 108.59 #155 116.22 #159 110.48
#140 107.41 #144 107.48 #148 106.45 #152 108.50 #156 108.83 #160 107.79

#141 108.30 #145 108.82 #149 108.82 #153 112.84 #157 108.87 #161 108.96

#142 108.82 #146 107.41 #150 105.61 #154 108.84 #158 107.60 #162 107.90

Table 10. The energy functional values at iteration 4000 for test cases #139-#162.
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Figure 11. The variation of energy functional with iteration for test case #139.
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(a) n = 200 (b) n = 400 (c) n = 600 (d) n = 800

(e) n = 1200 (f) n = 1600 (g) n = 2000 (h) n = 2400

(i) n = 2800 (j) n = 3200 (k) n = 3600 (l) n = 4000

Figure 12. The evolution of u with iteration (time) for test case #139.

Test cases #163 and #164 are corresponding to the approximate solution of the least perimeter
periodic tessellation of space with 8 and 16 equal partitions respectively. Obviously, the global
minimizer of these problems are again the honeycomb microstructure. In these test problems F =
FW, p = 8, 16, (α, β) = (1, 0), ς = 10−8, Λi = 1/p (for i = 1, . . . , p), nx = 256, τ = 103, c = 1,
iterm = 20000. Unlike test cases #115-#162, when ζ = 0, the separation of phases does not happen
in cases #163 and #164, when we start from a randomly perturbed uniform concentration field (even
when the amplitude of perturbation is sufficiently large). In these conditions, solutions converge to
the uniform concentration fields. To cope this problem, the penalization strategy developed in section
4 is used here. For this purpose, the nonzero value 1000 is used for the penalization parameter ζ in
these problems. As a general rule, ζ should be chosen such that the values of ζP (u) and E(u) will
be comparable at the start of simulation (for instance ζ ≈ 0.2 E(u)/P (u) is a good choice according
to our numerical experiments).

The variation of energy functional with iteration is shown in figures 15 and 16. The evolution
of solutions with iteration (time) are shown in figures 17 and 18 for test cases #163 and #164
respectively. According to the plots the algorithm is convergent and energy stable. Furthermore,
the distribution of phases converge to honeycomb microstructure as it is expected by theory. This
observation confirms the success of presented penalization strategy to avoid the trivial solution.
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(a) #139 (b) #140 (c) #141 (d) #142 (e) #143 (f) #144

(g) #145 (h) #146 (i) #147 (j) #148 (k) #149 (l) #150

(m) #151 (n) #152 (o) #153 (p) #154 (q) #155 (r) #156

(s) #157 (t) #158 (u) #159 (v) #160 (w) #161 (x) #162

Figure 13. u at iteration 4000 for test case #139-#162.

(a) E = 105.3 (b) E = 110.4 (c) E = 110.8 (d) E = 113.4 (e) E = 113.4 (f) E = 119.9 (g) E = 126.9

Figure 14. u and E at iteration 4000 for some selected test cases from cases #139-#162.
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Figure 15. The variation of energy function with iteration (time) for test case #163.
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Figure 16. The variation of energy function with iteration (time) for test case #164.
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(a) n = 100 (b) n = 200 (c) n = 400 (d) n = 800

(e) n = 1200 (f) n = 1600 (g) n = 2000 (h) n = 3000

(i) n = 4000 (j) n = 5000 (k) n = 6000 (l) n = 7000

(m) n = 8000 (n) n = 9000 (o) n = 10000 (p) n = 12000

(q) n = 14000 (r) n = 16000 (s) n = 18000 (t) n = 20000

Figure 17. The evolution of u with iteration (time) for test case #163.
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(a) n = 100 (b) n = 200 (c) n = 400 (d) n = 800

(e) n = 1200 (f) n = 1600 (g) n = 2000 (h) n = 3000

(i) n = 4000 (j) n = 5000 (k) n = 6000 (l) n = 7000

(m) n = 8000 (n) n = 9000 (o) n = 10000 (p) n = 12000

(q) n = 14000 (r) n = 16000 (s) n = 18000 (t) n = 20000

Figure 18. The evolution of u with iteration (time) for test case #164.
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Finally, table 11 shows the CPU times corresponding to test cases #1, #61, #85, #115, #139,
#163 and #164. These values are corresponding to the typical CPU times for test cases #1-#60,
#61-#84, #85-#114, #115-#138, #139-#162, #163 and #164 respectively.

case CPU case CPU case CPU case CPU case CPU case CPU case CPU

#1 702 #61 773 #85 957 #115 39 #139 128 #163 6709 #164 14762

Table 11. The CPU time (in second) corresponding to some selected test cases.

6. Conclusion and future outlook

An unconditionally energy stable algorithm is introduced to solve Cahn-Morral-like equations in
the present study. This algorithm uses the Eyre’s convex-concave splitting time stepping scheme
to avoid time stepsize restriction due to the stability of numerical solution and Schur complement
method to maintain the feasibility of solution with respect to pointwise incompressibility constraints
at every time step. By an appropriate selection of splitting parameter, the method is convergent
and unconditionally energy stable. The algorithm is applied to model the spinodal decomposition
in multicomponent systems and optimal space partitioning problem. A penalization strategy is
suggested for the later kind of problem to avoid the trivial solution. The success of presented
algorithm is demonstrated by means of extensive numerical experiments including 164 test problems.
According to our numerical results, using a large time stepsize does not essentially lead to the
best computational performance. However, there is an effective time stepsize for every selection of
splitting parameter such that there are optimal choices for the binary time stepsize and splitting
parameter.

The theoretical analysis of the presented algorithm to prove its unconditional energy stability
and to find hints for choosing optimal values of time stepsize and splitting parameter is suggested
as outline of future researches. Furthermore, the introduced method in this paper can be straight-
forwardly extended to solve alternative multi phase-field problems, like vector-valued Allen-Cahn
equation, multi phase-field crystal equation, etc. Extension of this algorithm to solve these kinds of
problems can be considered as the scope of future studies.
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Appendix A. MATLAB codes

MATLAB script to solve the Cahn-Morral equation with logarithmic free energy density

clear all; clc;

p = 3; nx = 256; alpha = 1; beta = 0; c = 3; tau = 100; iterm = 500;

eps = 1; theta = 0.3; theta_c = 1; amp = 0.05; v = [0.15 0.2 0.65];

k = [0:nx/2 -nx/2+1:-1]*(2*pi/nx);

[kx,ky] = meshgrid(k,k);

L = -(kx.^2 + ky.^2); L2 = L.*L;

...

u = zeros(nx,nx,p);

U = complex(zeros(nx,nx,p),zeros(nx,nx,p));

for j = 1:p-1

u(:,:,j) = v(j) + amp*(2*rand(nx,nx)-1);

U(:,:,j) = fft2(u(:,:,j));

end

u(:,:,p) = 1 - sum(u(:,:,1:p-1),3);

U(:,:,p) = fft2(u(:,:,p));

R = complex(zeros(nx,nx,p-1),zeros(nx,nx,p-1));

ONE_hat = fft2(ones(nx,nx));

for iter = 1:iterm

...

i = 1:nx-1; j = 1:nx-1; ip = i+1; jp = j+1;

E1 = (u(ip,j,:)-u(i,j,:)).^2 + (u(i,jp,:)-u(i,j,:)).^2;

E2 = u.*log(u);

E3 = zeros(nx,nx);

for i = 1:p

for j = i+1:p

E3 = E3 + u(:,:,i).*u(:,:,j);

end

end

E = (eps/2)*sum(E1(:)) + theta*sum(E2(:)) + theta_c*sum(E3(:));

fprintf(’Iter : %6i E(u) : %11.5f\n’, iter, E);

if mod(iter,50) == 0

colors = [1 0 0; 0 0 1; 0 1 0; 1 1 0];

uu = reshape(u,nx*nx,p)*colors(1:p,:);

img = imresize(reshape(min(max(uu,0),1),nx,nx,3),10,’bilinear’);

image(img), axis image off, drawnow;

end

end
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MATLAB script to solve the Cahn-Morral equation with multi-well polynomical free energy density

clear all; clc;

p = 4; nx = 128; c = 0.25; tau = 100; zeta = 100; iterm = 4000;

eps = 1; amp = 1.e-8; v = [0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25];

k = [0:nx/2 -nx/2+1:-1]*(2*pi/nx);

[kx,ky] = meshgrid(k,k);

L = -(kx.^2 + ky.^2); L2 = L.*L;

...

sigma_exact = sqrt(v.*(1-v));

u = zeros(nx,nx,p); gs = zeros(nx,nx,p);

U = complex(zeros(nx,nx,p),zeros(nx,nx,p));

for j = 1:p-1

u(:,:,j) = v(j) + amp*(2*rand(nx,nx)-1);

U(:,:,j) = fft2(u(:,:,j));

end

u(:,:,p) = 1 - sum(u(:,:,1:p-1),3);

U(:,:,p) = fft2(u(:,:,p));

R = complex(zeros(nx,nx,p-1),zeros(nx,nx,p-1));

ONE_hat = fft2(ones(nx,nx));

for iter = 1:iterm

...

i = 1:nx-1; j = 1:nx-1; ip = i+1; jp = j+1;

E1 = (u(ip,j,:)-u(i,j,:)).^2 + (u(i,jp,:)-u(i,j,:)).^2;

E2 = (u.^2).*((u - 1).^2);

E3 = 0;

for j = 1:p

uj = u(:,:,j); uj = uj(:); sigma_j = sqrt(mean((uj - v(j)).^2));

E3 = E3 + 0.5*(sigma_j - sigma_exact(j))^2;

end

E = (eps/2)*sum(E1(:)) + (0.25)*sum(E2(:)) + zeta*E3;

fprintf(’Iter : %6i E(u) : %11.5f\n’,iter, E);

if mod(iter,200) == 0

colors = [1 0 0; 0 0 1; 0 1 0; 1 1 0];

img = imresize(reshape(min(max(reshape(u,nx*nx,p)*colors(1:p,:),0),1),nx,nx,3),10,’bilinear’);

image(img), axis image off, drawnow;

end

end
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